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Abstract: A material’s properties must be continuously improved to meet the demands of extreme
conditions in high-temperature applications. It is demonstrated that γ-γ’ Co-based superalloys could
surpass the yield stress of Ni-based superalloys at high temperature due to the γ-γ’ structure. The
powders were subjected to a harmonic modification in order to refine the grain structure on the
surface and to activate the sintering process. This study examines how harmonic structure affects
microstructure and mechanical properties at high temperatures. Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) was
used for consolidation to maintain the ultrafine grain size microstructure of the powder. Compression
tests were conducted from room temperature (RT) to 750 ◦C to assess the mechanical properties of
the material. Yield stress values obtained from harmonic structures are four times higher than those
obtained from cast alloys.

Keywords: co-based superalloys; γ-γ’ strengthening; harmonic structure

1. Introduction

In 2006, Sato et al. [1] found the presence of an L12 structure in the Co-Al-W ternary
diagram at 900 ◦C and 1000 ◦C, of precipitates with Co3(Al, W) stoichiometry, presenting
a cubic structure coherent with the fcc-matrix. From that point on, those precipitates
were denominated γ’. Suzuki et al. [2] measured the yield stress of this new family of
Co-based superalloys at high temperature with a behavior similar to some commercial
Ni-based superalloys. Even higher values of yield strength were obtained when 2% of
Ta, a γ’ stabilizer, was added to the Co-9Al-10W (at.%). These findings opened a new
path to develop new Co-based superalloys with similar mechanical behavior as Ni-based
superalloys. The similarities between Ni and Co suggest that some strategies used for
the development of Ni-based superalloys could be used in the new Co-based superalloys.
However, the area of stability of the γ’ precipitates in the Co-Al-W ternary diagram is
smaller at high temperatures, compared to γ’ precipitates in Ni-based superalloys [1,3]. To
increase the stability area of the L12 phase in Co-based superalloys, a study was conducted
using parallel simulations and experimental works to achieve a deeper understanding
of the phase behavior [4–6]. In a parallel study, Kobayashi et al. [7] studied the Al and
W diffusion in Co using Co-Al and Co-W alloys and annealing at different temperatures,
demonstrating that γ’ is metastable and γ, CoAl and Co3W are in equilibrium at 900 ◦C. In
fact, the amount, shape, and level of coarsening of the γ’ precipitates are directly correlated
with the creep properties of these alloys [8,9].
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Numerous investigations were conducted to improve this family of Co-based super-
alloys’ performance using various techniques. One was to adjust the amount of Al and W
by increasing the γ’ area stability, which in turn increased the γ’ volume percentage [10–12].
Another one was to add Ni to Co-based superalloys due to the good dissolution of Ni in
the Co lattice [13–16]. According to Shinagawa et al.’s studies [17], Ni stabilizes the γ phase.
The amount of Ni can alter element partitioning and, in turn, the shape of the γ’, which is
an important factor because any variation of shape is linked to a misfit change between γ

and γ’ [7,18]. Ti and Ta are the most effective alloying elements to induce an increase in
the quantity of γ’ if the goal is to increase its volume fraction. Furthermore, the rise in the
volume of γ’ and in the dissolving temperature of the γ’ precipitates are also somewhat
positively impacted by Nb and Hf addition.

The most common method of substantially modifying the features is by means of a
small quantity of alloying elements [7,19–22]. For example, a number of recent studies
describe substituting W or Al to improve the stability of the γ’ area and even lower the
alloy’s density. Mo, Nb, or V have taken the role of W [23–26], and Ti and Ta have replaced
Al [27,28]. The basal Co-9-9 alloy’s high-temperature oxidation behavior can also be
enhanced by small additions of Si and Cr [29].

Nearly all of the γ/γ’ Co-based superalloys were produced through ingot casting.
However, several studies have also employed the powder metallurgy (PM) approach
because of its advantages over the melting process; this includes greater control over
the microstructural characteristics to prevent unwanted secondary phase precipitation
and segregation, uniform distribution of fine precipitates, and flexibility in selecting and
developing alloy compositions. Further, the PM route enables the production of materials
with small grain size, even in the nanometric range, with a high density of dislocations
and high microstrain. This is achieved by mechanically milling the powders prior to
consolidation. This high level of deformation after mechanical milling preserves the grain
size after consolidation, although it requires sintering techniques that apply temperature
and pressure simultaneously. In fact, the small grain size has an improvement in the final
mechanical properties of the consolidated sample [30,31]. One possibility that offers the
PM route is the development of harmonic structures. Ameyama et al. studied the density
enhancement in different alloys (Co-Cr-Mo, Ti-based, etc.) with harmonic structure by
the PM route [32–34]. A harmonic structure is composed of a core of larger grain sizes
surrounded by a connected shell of smaller grain sizes. This kind of bimodal structure,
in which the core grains cause an increase in strain and the shell grains cause an increase
in stress, has also associated an improvement in the mechanical properties with the best
balance between strength and toughness [35,36].

The main purpose of this work is to investigate the possibilities of improving the
Co-9Al-9W (at.%) performance by developing harmonic structures and bimodal structures
rather than by changing the chemical composition while working on the γ’ stabilization.

2. Materials and Methods

The National University of Kongju (Chungcheongnam-do, Gongju, Korea) produced
the prealloyed powders by gas atomizing (N2) with the Co-9Al-9W (at.%) composition.
Subsequently, the prealloyed powders underwent a low energy mechanical milling process
to provide the harmonic structure. The low energy milling (LEM) process was performed
for 10 h at 150 rpm under Ar atmosphere, using 10 mm stainless steel balls and 80 mL
stainless steel vials with a ball to powder ratio of 1.8:1 (Table 1). Materials consolidated from
the atomized powders were tagged as Co-9-9-At, and those obtained after the harmonic
treatment as Co-9-9-At-Harmonic.
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Table 1. Nomenclature and main milling parameters.

Atomizing
Co-9-9-At

Low Energy Milling
Co-9-9-At-Harmonic

Gas atomizing N2

Milling tools Stainless Steel

Speed (rpm) 150

Ball: Powder ratio (wt.) 1.8:1

Atmosphere Ar

To preserve the powder grain sizes as much as possible, milled powder was consoli-
dated by a fast-sintering technique, in this case by spark plasma sintering (SPS), which is a
field assisted sintering technique, using an HPD-25 equipment (FCT System GmbH, Ger-
many) at Nanomaterials and Nanotechnology Research Center (“Centro de Investigación
en Nanomateriales y Nanotecnología”—CINN, Asturias, Spain). Discs of approximately
20 mm diameter and 5 mm thickness were produced, with a heating rate of 100 ◦C/min and
a dwell of 5 min at 1200 ◦C, under 80 MPa of pressure. The temperature was controlled by
a pyrometer. W foil was used to cover the interior die surfaces in order to stop C diffusion
from the graphite die during the consolidation process.

In order to promote the L12 phase precipitation, heat treatments were performed after
sintering in a Carbolite HVT 15/50/450 furnace (Hope Valley, Derbyshire, UK) under high
vacuum (10−5 mbar). First, a homogenization treatment was performed at 1250 ◦C for 24 h,
followed by an ageing annealing treatment at 900 ◦C for 24 h. Heating and cooling rates
were fixed at 5 ◦C/min.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to investigate the lattice parameter, microstrain
level, and crystallite size of both the powders and the consolidated materials in order to
identify the primary phases that were formed (Empyrean, PANalytical, Kassel, Germany).
To improve the accuracy in the determination of such parameters, the conditions of the
measurements performed were 45 kV and 40 mA, with a step size of 0.0131◦, and a
measuring time per step of 438.345 s/step.

On every step of the processing route, microstructural analyses were performed using
both a Zeiss Crossbeam 1540 focused ion beam (FIB) instrument with an Oxford Instruments
EDX system and a FEG S/TEM (Talos F200X, FEI) transmission electron microscope (TEM).
The SEM sample preparation involved gentle grinding with 1200- and 2000-grit sandpapers,
followed by polishing with 9 and 3 µm diamond pastes and a 0.5 µm colloidal silica solution.
The TEM sample preparation starts with a lamella (foil) extraction using a FIB, because the
ion beam that is hitting the sample can mill and polish the surface giving a thin foil.

The γ’ grain size was determined by image analysis using the software ImageJ from
TEM images. The area of at least 50 grains was measured and its average size determined,
considering Feret’s diameter.

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were carried out on a Q50 (TA Instruments, New
Castle, DE, USA) with high-precision balance and a platinum sample pan. The equipment
was used to calculate the Curie temperature of the powders and it was carefully calibrated
with the Ni standard. A magnet was placed outside and under the TGA furnace to measure
an apparent loss of weight produced from the change in attraction between the Ni sample
and the magnet when temperature is increased above its Curie point. The onset of the
curve is adjusted to agree with the material’s known Curie point temperature, 358 ◦C
(approximately).

The fraction of the alloying elements in the different phases of the microstructure
were analyzed through EDX-TEM analysis (see Supplementary Materials) and by atom
probe tomography (APT). APT specimens were fabricated with an FEI Nova 200 dual beam
scanning electron microscope (SEM)/focused ion beam (FIB) instrument using the method
described in [37]. The APT experiments were run using a CAMECA LEAP 4000XHR in
voltage mode with a 50 K base temperature, 20% pulse fraction, 0.5% detection rate, and
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a 200 kHz pulse repetition rate. The APT results were reconstructed and analyzed using
CAMECA’s IVAS 3.8 software.

Hardness and compression tests were carried out to define the mechanical properties
of the sintered compacts. Compression tests were conducted from RT to high temperatures
(600, 700, and 750 ◦C) using an Instron 3384 (Norwood, MA, USA) machine at a strain rate
of 4 × 10−3 s−1 on a quadrangular sample (2 × 2 × 4 mm of dimensions). The hardness
tests were carried out in a Vickers tests equipment (ZHVµ-Zwick Roell-) with 0.1 kgf force
for 10 s and with a quadrilateral diamond pyramid indenter.

3. Results
3.1. Powder Characterization

Figure 1 displays SEM images of the powders after atomizing and LEM to produce the
harmonic powders. It shows the spherical morphology (upper images) and the cross section
of the gas-atomized powders (lower images). In Figure 1b it can be observed that a fully
prealloyed grade is attained displaying a dendritic γ-fcc phase. Concerning the powder
obtained after LEM, Co9-9-At-harmonic, Figure 1c shows that bigger particles maintain a
spherical shape with some superficial deformation, and smaller powder particles display a
flat shape. Cross sectional images show the differences between both states. The grain size
of the powder after LEM is smaller in the edge than in the center of the powder particle
(Figure 1d). The particles size of both powders varies from 10 to 100 µm in width.
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Figure 1. SEM images of Co-9Al-9W atomized powder (a,b) and Co-9Al-9W harmonic powder (c,d).

The XRD patterns of the atomized powders show the phases present in the powder and
enable the determination of structural parameters such as crystallite size (L), microstrain
(<ε2>1/2) and cell parameter (a) (see Figure 2 and Table 2). Pure Co powders were added
to Table 2 for comparison. Atomized and harmonic powders display a single phase, γ-fcc.
However, in the harmonic powders two small peaks at 41◦ and 43◦ can be depicted, which
could belong to some hcp clusters that were formed after the low energy milling process.
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Table 2. Structural features of pure fcc-Co powder, atomized Co-9-9 powder, and atomized Co-9-
9 powder after LEM.

Sample
Plane (1 1 1) of γ-Phase

L (nm) <ε2>1/2·10−3 a (Å)

Pure fcc-Co 12.2 0.005 3.540
Co-9-9-At 26.6 0.002 3.567

Co-9-9-At-Harmonic 12.6 0.005 3.588

A method for examining the powder modification using LEM involves determining
the structural characteristics (crystallite size and microstrain level) while taking into account
the (111) plane of the γ-fcc phase, which is the most intense peak on the diffractogram
(Figure 2). The outcomes are compared to the pure Co-fcc powder (Table 2).

As it is expected in the harmonic powder, the crystallite size decreases and the micros-
train increases compared to the atomized powder. The deformed particles show an increase
in the concentration of lattice defects that distort the order and lattice of the unit cell. The
level of distortion promotes the increase in the microstrain value, and the decrease in the
crystallite size. The increase in the unit cell parameter is also linked to the distorted cell as
well as the increment of the lattice parameter. In comparison to the milled Co-9-9-Harmonic
and pure Co powder, the fully prealloyed grade produced by atomization has a larger
crystallite size, a more homogenous composition, and a lower strain level.

The Curie temperature is influenced by the composition and structural properties
as well, so the alloy grade and powder deformation can be confirmed by measuring this
parameter by TGA (Table 3).

Table 3. Curie temperature of pure fcc-Co, Co-9-9-At and Co-9-9-At-Harmonic powders determined
by TGA.

Material Curie T (◦C)

Pure powder Co-fcc 470
Co-9-9-At 260

Co-9-9-At-Harmonic 350

To comprehend the evolution of this parameter, two phenomena need to be considered.
When Al and W are involved, the Curie temperature will drop as the solute content rises.
On the other hand, the lattice defects created by the milling process harden the diamagnetic
moment’s alignment and raise the Curie temperature. When the elemental Co-powder is
compared to the Co-9-9-At and Co-9-9-At-Harmonic powders, both effects are evident. The
alloying elements effect, which lowers the Curie temperature, is reported in the Co-9-9-At
instance. In the case of Co-9-9-At-Harmonic powder, the lattice distortion is evident when
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the Curie temperature rises in comparison to Co-9-9-At powder; nonetheless, it remains
lower than the Curie temperature of pure Co-fcc powder.

3.2. Microstructural Evolution of Consolidated Specimens

Both powders, Co9-9-At and Co-9-9-At-Harmonic, were consolidated by SPS and
heat treated (homogenized and aged) to attain a dual γ/γ’ microstructure. Figure 3
displays the evolution of the consolidated samples (a, b, g, h), after both thermal treatments,
homogenization (c, d, i, j) and aging (e, f, k, l). The evolution of both samples is similar
in terms of γ’ volume fraction. Table 4 collects the size and volume fraction of the γ’
precipitates for each consolidation stage.
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tually, ageing heat treatment caused the γ’ precipitates to orient in accordance with the 

Figure 3. SEM and TEM images of Co9-9-At and Co-9-9-Harmonic-sintered alloys in the three
stages, as-sintered, homogenized (1250 ◦C for 24 h), and aged (900 ◦C for 24 h). (a) As sintered SEM
Image Co-9-9-At; (b) As sintered TEM image Co-9-9-At; (c) Homogenized SEM Image CO-9-9-At;
(d) Homogeized TEM Image Co-9-9-At; (e) Aged SEM Image Co-9-9-At; (f) Aged TEM Image Co-9-
9-At; (g) As sintered SEM Image Co-9-9-Harmonic; (h) As sintered TEM image Co-9-9-Harmonic;
(i) Homogenized SEM Image CO-9-9-Harmonic; (j) Homogeized TEM Image Co-9-9-Harmonic;
(k) Aged SEM Image Co-9-9-Harmonic; (l) Aged TEM Image Co-9-9-Harmonic.

Table 4. γ’ size and volume fraction for the different processing conditions.

Sample
γ’ Size (nm)

As-Sintered Homogenized Aged

Co-9-9-At 28 ± 5 106 ± 15 146 ± 26
Co-9-9-At-Harmonic 19 ± 4 75 ± 13 173 ± 30

γ’ volume fraction
As-sintered Homogenized Aged

Co-9-9-At 75% 71% 65%
Co-9-9-At-Harmonic 82% 76% 59%
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After the first stage, as-sintered γ’ precipitates were already present without any
subsequent heat treatment. These precipitates display a small size (24 nm approx. in
average) but a high-volume fraction (75%). It is noticeable how the γ’ precipitates display
different density and orientation in the regions divided by twin planes.

Following the homogenization treatment, the γ’ precipitates in the Co-9-9 At samples
grew four times, on average, from 28 to 106 nm in size, taking on a cuboidal form. Even-
tually, ageing heat treatment caused the γ’ precipitates to orient in accordance with the
original γ grain, resulting in a larger more cuboidal γ’ precipitate (about 150 nm in size, see
Figure 4), along with a decrease in volume fraction of these primary γ’ cuboids.
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Figure 4. Grain size distribution of γ’ particles in the (a) as-sintered state, (b) after homogenization at
1250 ◦C for 24 h, and (c) after ageing at 900 ◦C for 24 h.

Similar to the other samples, the γ’ precipitates in the Co-9-9-At-Harmonic material
have grown due to the ageing treatment. However, because of the high energy that was
retained in the lattice during the LEM process, the growth multiplied eight times its initial
size (refer to Table 4).

Overall, the alloys produced from atomized powder are free of secondary precipitates
after consolidation and heat treatments. A comparison of the two samples concerning γ’
size can be observed in Figure 4. Two different aspects can be highlighted: there is an
increase in the average size of the γ’ precipitates with the heat treatments, and a clear
decrease in the average size when LEM is performed prior to consolidation. In the aged
samples, however, the size of the γ’ precipitates are more similar.
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The elemental partitioning of the Co, Al and W in the present phases has also been
studied using APT (Figure 5). Results have shown that Co is preferentially allocated in
the γ phase, while the W and Al are preferentially allocated in γ’. The three-dimensional
elemental maps together with the concentration profile along the interface of γ/γ’ confirm
the elemental distribution. Thanks to the APT, the interdiffusion area in the γ/γ’ interface
can be detected with a higher Al concentration.
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This element distribution among the γ/γ’ dual phase, may give an idea of the harden-
ing due to the alloying effect. The enrichment in W of γ’ could improve the mechanical
properties of these alloys favoring the γ’ hardening mechanism. This elemental distribution
is similar in the as sintered and homogenized samples, where the γ’ size and distribution
make the elemental analysis vague.

The evolution of the γ’ precipitates in the three stages defined above (as-sintered,
homogenized, and aged) is studied by XRD regarding the misfit parameter, δ (Equation (1)).
This parameter defines the coherency between γ and γ’, which according to Mughrabi [38],
helps to predict the mechanical behavior of the alloy at high temperatures, being more
favorable with positive δ due to the activation of the twins’ movements through the parallel
channels to the strain.

δ =
2(aγ’ − aγ)

aγ’ + aγ
(1)

The δ study has been made using the most intense peak of the fcc crystal structure that
belongs to the (111) plane (Figure 6). It can be observed how the position of the (111) XRD
peak corresponding to γ and γ’ evolves as the Co alloy is treated with different thermal
cycles. The heat treatments effect on the superalloys processed from atomized powders
depends on the attained homogenization degree, and therefore the peaks move to lower
angles. Once the material is aged, the shape and the size of γ’ can change, decreasing the
distortion of the lattice, and hence the relaxation is translated in the XRD peaks into higher
value angles. Hence, the δ values show how the heat treatments affect the size and shape
of the γ’ precipitates; a larger δ results in less coherency between γ and γ’ and a more
cuboidal γ’.
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3.3. Mechanical Properties

Figure 7 shows the microhardness values of the materials after consolidation and
heat treatment. It can be observed that the values of samples consolidated from harmonic
powders are higher than samples processed from the atomized powders.
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The microhardness level is improved by heat treatments, but the maximum value is
attained after homogenization and does not increase further with aging. This is confirmed
by the microstructural evolution shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 8, we can compare the compression yield stress for the different materials
and tests at different temperatures. The graph also displays comparison results for a
traditional Ni-based superalloy and the Co superalloy made by ingot casting, as referenced
in [2,39]. Compared to the reference materials, all the materials in this study exhibit
significant improvements in terms of high yield stress values. In accordance with the
hardness measurement trend, Co-9-9-At-Harmonic-Aged and Co-9-9-At-Homogenized
materials exhibit the greatest values.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Structural and Microstructural Features

The structural features of consolidated and heat-treated samples have been inves-
tigated in depth by XRD (Figures 2 and 6). The results show that after heat treatments
(homogenization and ageing), despite the overlap of the peaks, the maximum of each
peak is clearly defined, and enables the individual study of each phase. The shift of
the peaks to lower values of 2θ after homogenization treatment in sample Co-9-9-At-
Homogenized, indicates an increase in the lattice parameters explained by the activation
of atomic movement during homogenization. However, this shift is not observed for
sample Co-9-9-At-Harmonic-Homogenized, possibly due to the residual strain present in
the as-sintered samples, as a consequence of the LEM process. Concerning the effect of the
aging treatment, it produces a split of the peaks towards lower 2θ angles that indicate a
decrease in the lattice parameters. During the ageing heat treatment, the temperature may
not be enough to favor atomic movement, but the γ’ could grow instead of the γ phase.

The proportion of each phase is revealed by the peaks’ relative intensities. The
superposition of peaks in the as-sintered samples conceals the effect of homogenization.
The fraction of γ’ decreases with aging, as seen by the lower difference between the highest
values of the two peaks, although there is still a noticeable effect. These findings concur
with the TEM observations that were gathered and are listed in Table 4.

Microstructural analysis (Figure 3) can be used to confront the impact of the heat
treatments on the size and shape of the γ’ precipitates in light of the misfit results (δ)
(Figure 6). The sample exhibits a large precipitation of a very small (~20 nm) rounded γ’
phase in the as-sintered stage, with a very low related misfit value indicating a high degree
of coherence with the γ-matrix.

The homogenized sample can be examined using SEM and TEM to observe the pro-
gression of the γ’ precipitates and their evolution toward a more cuboidal shape, which
is linked to an increase in the δ value. Now, the cuboids are 50–100 nm in size. Detailed
observations reveal that secondary γ’ can be found mixed in with the initial γ’ precipitates
at the prior γ channels. Following the precipitation mechanism outlined in [40–42], precipi-
tation of these secondary γ’ (with a size below 10 nm) could happen during cooling. Even
though the energy needed for growth is greater than the energy needed for nucleation, both
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processes happened during the heat treatment. However, nucleation rather than growth is
encouraged during the cooling step, promoting the secondary γ’ formation.

In the aged sample, the γ’ is oriented according to the previous γ grain orientation. As
an example, in Figure 3e there are three different γ’ orientations, which agree with different
prior γ grains.

At the grain boundaries there are some chaotic precipitation events due to the pre-
cipitate reorientation. The TEM image (Figure 3f) displays a pristine γ’ orientation, with
nicely organized γ’ precipitates that have a cuboidal shape and a size of about 100 nm.
The orientation of the γ’ is affected by aging, and its size is comparable to that of the
homogenized sample. Furthermore, the distance between primary γ’ is greater than that of
the homogenized sample that contained secondary γ’ precipitates in the distances between
γ’, which were smaller than 10 nm.

With the aim to verify the cubic structure of γ and γ’, the area presented in Figure 9
was oriented in the

[
112

]
zone axis. The diffraction pattern of this area is presented in the

upper right corner of Figure 5, where there are two lattices with different intensity in the
reflections. These two shifted lattices contain a typical diffraction pattern from a γ/γ’ dual
phase because the γ’ precipitates have coherent interfaces with the γ matrix. To disclose
the belonging of each lattice, the reflection marked with a red circle was chosen to take an
image in the bright field mode (Figure 5, bottom right). The brighter areas are the ones that
produce the chosen reflection, so the reflections with less intensity belong to γ’ precipitates
because they have white contrast in the image.
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The similarity of the lattice parameters of γ and γ’ make it difficult to be calculated
by TEM.

4.2. Effect of Harmonic Structure in Atomized Alloys

As it was previously stated, the LEM activates the powder surface and creates a
harmonic structure with a core-shell structure. After the consolidation process, the structure
is composed of γ-fcc and γ’-L12 phases (Figure 3), free of secondary precipitates. The phases’
evolution follows the same pattern as the alloys outlined for the atomized Co-9-9 materials;
however, in certain cases, such as the homogenized samples, the relative intensity of the γ’
peaks is higher since there are more and larger precipitates.

Figure 2 shows the most intense peak, corresponding to the (111) plane for both
phases. Figure 6 illustrates how the milling process creates a highly distorted lattice, which
facilitates γ’ precipitation and allows for greater γ’ precipitation as a result of the heat
treatments. The maximum of the peaks is clearly determined after the heat treatments,
however because of the lattice similarities and phase coherency, the peaks always overlap.
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The coherency of those phases is analyzed by means of misfit value. A shift towards
semi-coherent precipitates, which will aid in the material’s hardening, is indicated by
increasing δ values from the as-sintered stage to homogenization and ageing treatments.

Figure 3 illustrates how the harmonic microstructure has evolved, showing how the
γ’ precipitate has grown larger and more cuboidal. Moreover, a huge precipitation of
secondary γ’ (which is not represented in the value of the volume fraction of γ’ in Table 4)
can also be identified and will contribute to the different behavior under load since it is in
charge of the dislocations’ decreased mobility.

The as sintered samples show round ~20 nm sized γ’ randomly precipitated through-
out the bulk, which is similar to the alloys produced from atomized powder directly. But
homogenized samples have a larger γ’ size (~50–100 nm) with a bigger distance between
primary γ’ cuboids, where secondary γ’ precipitates with less than 10 nm sizes appear.
This increase in the primary γ’ distance is due to atomic movement during ageing that
promotes an elemental concentration gradient [40–42].

4.3. Mechanical Properties

The two processed PM alloys offer a unique opportunity to explore the principal
hardening mechanism of γ’ precipitation by achieving a plain dual γ-γ’ microstructure,
free of secondary phases.

There is a parallel evolution of microhardness values and γ’ sizes. In the case of
Co-9-9-At, the highest value corresponds to the homogenized sample due to the growth of
cuboids from 20 to 100 nm. In the case of aged samples, the hardness values are maintained
with less uncertainty. Due to the deformation induced by the low energy milling process,
the Co-9-9-At-harmonic samples display higher hardness (Figure 8).

Because the smallest γ’ size can prevent dislocation movement, the dual γ’ size (20 and
170 nm approximately) that precipitated in the Co-9-9-At-Harmonic samples could retain
the material’s hardness.

The mechanical response of the material has been greatly impacted by the low-energy
milling process, (Co-9-9-At-Harmonic) which has also increased the density of structural
defects in the material in addition to inducing plastic deformation of the particle surface.
The diffusion processes between the particles that control grain size have been triggered by
the plastic deformation, and the lattice defects have created the possibility of additional
potential nucleation sites for further γ’ precipitates. Moreover, this has favored greater γ’
secondary precipitation in these materials.

The values of the yield stress (Y.S.) help to understand the mechanical behavior of
the materials with respect to the temperature and allow an easier comparison between
the Co-based alloys produced by different methods (Figure 9). Here, the Co-9-9-At alloys
behave better than reported Co-based alloys such as MAR-509 [39] and Co-9Al-9W [2],
even more so when the samples are heat treated.

MAR-509 is a commercial Co-based superalloy produced by ingot casting with the
composition: Cr: 22.5–24.35, Ni: 9–11, W: 6.5–7.5, C (max): 0.55–0.65, others (Ti, Ta, B, B,
Zr, etc.) [39]. In this case, solid solution hardening and carbide formation are the main
strengthening mechanisms. The other reference, the alloy Co-9Al-9W that Suzuki et al. [2]
suggested, has the same composition but was produced by induction melting. It was then
heat treated for 12 h at 1350 ◦C and aged for 150 h at 900 ◦C to precipitate γ’.

The evolution of the Y.S. with temperature of the as-sintered Co-9-9-At alloy is clearly
superior to the behavior of the MAR-509 [39] and the Co-9Al-9W alloys [2]. This is a very
remarkable result since the shape, size, and coherence of the precipitates are not yet optimal
at this stage. By means of heat treatment of the samples, the values currently reported for
these alloys can be doubled.

At around 700 ◦C for Co-9-9-At alloys and 750 ◦C for harmonic alloys, the “so-called”
anomalous Y.S. behavior has been detected. The achievement of this anomalous behavior,
without additional alloying elements, at higher temperatures than those reported is an
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improvement due to the fact that the range of materials that can be used is superior to that
of other Co-based superalloys described [2,11].

These alloys are excellent choices for high temperature applications because of their
final microstructure, which is free of secondary phases, and their incredibly ultra-fine grain
size, which allows for the preservation of mechanical properties with temperature.

5. Conclusions

- When using atomized powder, γ’ is formed during the SPS consolidation process
without the need for subsequent heat treatment.

- This method prevents the precipitation of secondary phases, resulting in a fully dual
γ/γ’ microstructure.

- The orientation of γ’ is altered by the ageing heat treatment based on the prior γ grain
orientation.

- The energy required to precipitate γ’ phases is easily increased after low energy milling
due to the activation of the distorted matrix. The promotion of γ’ precipitation is
facilitated by the harmonic structure.

- The increase in δ misfit value in the aged harmonic samples suggests an effective
hardening mechanism.

- Low energy milling also promotes a γ/γ’ microstructure without secondary phases.
- The mechanical properties of the free secondary alloys produced from atomized pow-

ders remain high at high temperatures, exhibiting the so-called anomalous behavior
at around 700 ◦C.

- The mechanical properties are significantly increased by the deformation lattice pro-
duced by LEM, even exhibiting anomalous behavior at higher temperatures, around
750 ◦C.

- The material hardness is slightly decreased by the γ’ orientation that occurs after the
ageing heat treatment.

- The mechanical behavior is not affected by the nominal composition of the studied
alloys, at least when it is a ternary alloy with a low number of alloying elements.
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